1. **Session Title**
   Global PPP Projects Developed by Korea National Railway and Speed Enhancement for Faster and Safer Existing Railways

2. **Session Time and Date**
   Seoul time: 08:30~10:00, 6 May 2022
   DC time: 19:30~21:00, 5 May 2022

3. **Session Organizer and Contact Information**
   - Korea National Railway
   - Contact person: Ms. Youngju Lim (kr1004@kr.or.kr)

   Korea National Railway, KNR, is a fully state-owned organization set up in January 2004 to manage national rail infrastructures. Our aims are to build a well-structured national rail network, to manage rail infrastructures and assets efficiently, and to export Korea’s railway technologies to other countries by participating in global railway projects.

4. **KGGTF Session Coordinators**
   - Hyoung Gun Wang, hwang4@worldbank.org
   - John Hosung Lee, jlee22@worldbank.org
   - Minkyung Kim, mkim14@worldbank.org

5. **Session Objectives**
   1) To find ways to cooperate and collaborate between WB and KNR on the process of exploring and developing PPP projects
   2) To discuss ways to receive funding from WB when a developing country needs KNR to study on improvement of its railways

6. **Session Agenda**

   | Welcome & Introduction          |
   | Introduction of KNR and global PPP Projects (KNR) |
   | Speed Enhancement for Faster and Safer Existing Railways (KNR) |
   | Discussion with the World Bank panelist(s) |
   | Q&A                               |

7. **Proposed/Expected Participants to Session (tentatively):**
   - Mr. Seong-seog An, General Manager, Overseas Projects Division 1, KNR, gooding1@kr.or.kr
   - Ms. Young-ju Lim, Senior Manager, Overseas Projects Division 1, KNR, kr1004@kr.or.kr
   - Ms. Kyong-sun Lee, Senior Manager, Overseas Projects Division 1, KNR, kyongsunlee@kr.or.kr
• Mr. Arturo Ardila Gomez, Lead Infrastructure Specialist, WB, aardilagomez@worldbank.org